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China’s Cherry Import is Increasing

Rank Region 2018 Volume
(Metric Ton)

Market 
Share

2016-2018
Ave. Growth Rate

1 Chile 163,475 87.77% 39.20%

2 United States 14,398 7.73% 2.05%

3 Canada 5,482 2.94% 93.51%

4 Australia 1,597 0.86% 67.60%

5 New Zealand 1,043 0.56% 3.05%

6 Others 269 0.14% 72.27%

Total 186,264 100.00% 35.33%

(Metric Ton)

Data Resource: China Custom

China’s Cherry Import in 2016 - 2018

Categories 2018 Value
(1M USD) Ratio

Cherry 1,305 17.13%

Durian 1,087 14.27%

Banana 897 11.77%

Grape 582 7.64%

Orange 434 5.70%

Kiwi Fruit 411 5.39%

Dragon Fruit 396 5.20%

Longan 363 4.76%

Others 2,144 28.14%

Total 7,619 100.00%

Import Value(2018)
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Domestic
Chile
Argentina
Australia
New Zealand
USA
Canada

Turkey

Uzbekistan

Other Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Greece*, Italy*

4

Origins & Season: Year-Round Supply
As of now, China has established protocols with 10 countries and regions for the importation of cherries. Cherries have become 

a Year-Round Supply product in China.

* Greece & Italy are also in the final stages of negotiation for market access. 
Southern Hemisphere：Oct to Feb Northern Hemisphere：May to Sep
Domestic Cherries Season：Mar to Jul
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Domestic
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Proximity
Cherries is grown in many region in China with close proximity to market, and 

government tax free incentive to growers means low cost to market.

01

Lack of Competitor
Dominate the market from April to June lack of completion from other 

countries. Greenhouse cherries production allows production even in March

02

山东
Shandong

辽宁
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Qinghai

新疆
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Traditional Production Regions(4)
-烟台，山东 (Yantai, Shangdong)

-大连，辽宁 (Dalian, Liaoning)

-铜川，陕西 (Tongchuan, Shaanxi)

-天水，甘肃 (Tianshui, Gansu)

Fast Developed Production Regions(7)
-唐山，河北 (Tangshan, Hebei)

-洛阳，河南 (Luoyang, Henan)

-迁西，四川 (Qianxi, Sichuan)

-新疆南部 (Southern Xinjiang)

-临沂，山西 (Linyi, Shanxi)

-大理，云南 (Dali, Yunnan)

-海东，青海 (Haidong, Qinghai)

Strength
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Local Production Local Consumption
Domestic cherry production is still limited in surrounding consumption with only a few areas 

like Dalian and Shandong with the post harvest technology to export out of province.

01

The Rain Problem
Weather is still the biggest issue China faces with too much rain during harvesting period. 

Growers in China need to invest in rain covers or individually bag fruits which significantly 

increase cost and can only mitigate part of the rain problem.

02

Lack of Industry Standard
Majority of the cherry growers in China grows under one hectare of land. The lack of industrial 

farming means inconsistent quality and no investment in genetics, post harvest and 

marketing. It is hard to see this trend change as the cherry industry in China doesn’t attract 

investor and governments attention due to its long investment cycle.

03

Weakness & Threats
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Strengths

Strong Brand
US Cherries has the longest history in China market with high 

recognition from consumer. Northwest cherry association conduct 

marketing campaign every year and many consumer often mistakenly 

thinks all imported cherries are from USA.

01 Low Air Cost
Due to the frequent trade relationship, US Cherries enjoys one 

of the lowest rate of air freight subsides by outgoing cargo. 

70% of US cherries arrives to China by air compare to 10% of 

Chile cherry.

02

77

Product Window
May - September

Market Share(2018)
10.67%

Ave. Growth Rate(2016-2018)
26.30%

United States       / Canada
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United States       / Canada
Weakness & Threats

Trade War
Cherry and other agriculture product becomes the biggest victim of the ongoing US-China 

trade war. Tariff was increased from 10% to 50% and subjected to another 10% increase 

starting from 9/1 this result in dramatic reduction in volume. US China relationship hasn’t 

shown sign of improvement yet.

01

Hot Summer Problem
Cold chain becomes a bigger problem due to US Cherry is sold during the summer in China. 

Many retailers are not equipped to sell summer cherries for extended period of time. Logistic 

is also a big issue with not many trucking companies can guarantee temperature. Therefore, 

summer cherry market size is much smaller than during winter.

02

Unstable Weather in Canada
Canada although enjoys market price increase by US tariff, unstable weather in the summer 

months still is a big challenge. This past season was heavily affected by a few thunder storm 

that saw production area that lost over 50% production.

03
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New Northern Hemisphere Regions * Turkey, Central Asian Countries(Uzbekistan,Kyrgyzstan, 

Tajikistan), and others

Strengths

Favorable Policy
Central Asian countries close to the western boarders of China 

enjoys favorable policy and low tariff. Belt Road initiative provides 

funding for infrastructure development in these countries which is 

crucial to get their product to China.

01 Favorable Window
Both Turkey and Central Asian countries export during the summer 

months where the only other significant import competitor is US with 

its high tariff. However, if the situation with trade war improves, it could 

hugely affect the competitive edge from these countries.

02
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Product Window
May - July

Market Share(2018)
0.14%

Ave. Growth Rate(2016-2018)
--
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New Northern Hemisphere Regions * Turkey, Central Asian Countries(Uzbekistan,Kyrgyzstan, 

Tajikistan), and others

Weakness & Threats

Cold Treatment/ Fumigation
Currently both Turkey and Central Asian countries are required to go thru cold treatment or 

fumigation process to be exported to China. These process significantly affect the quality 

and shelf life. This season we saw many damaged fruit sold in the market for really low 

price which gave customers bad impression.

01

Varieties
The main variety in Turkey are grown for European market for short transit. Chinese market 

prefer premium variety like Santina, Lapin and Bing. In order for Turkey, Central Asian 

countries, and future entrant like Spain to succeed in China, they need start from the farm to 

grow the right variety and right quality which takes minimum of 5 years.

02
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Chile

Understand China
Understand China: Knows the market well and is leading the pack in 

terms meeting the consumer demand by creating 2.5 kg packaging 

and conducing industry wide promotional campaign.

01 Chinese New Year
Season coincides with biggest gifting holiday Chinese New Year 

(over 50% cherry sales happens in the weeks leading up to the 

holiday.

02

Strengths
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Product Window
November - February

Market Share(2018)
87.77%

Ave. Growth Rate(2016-2018)
39.2%
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Weakness & Threats

Too Reliant on the Chinese Market
China now accounts for 92% of total export, putting all the eggs in one basket. Lack of 

supply to other important markets like Europe and USA means consumers and retailers 

in those market no longer put emphasis on this product category.

01

Too Much Volume
The projected production will increase by 50% in the next three year to over 60 million 

cartons, and the volume is concentrated in 3 week-period. This create a tremendous 

problem for packing, transportation, and marketing.

02

12

Chile
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Strong Brand
Chinese consumer consider these two countries as perhaps the 

cleanest place on earth. Dairy product, meat, and wine from this 

region enjoys a premium price in the market. More and more 

Chinese now prefers to immigrate to this region compare to 

United States.

01 Shorter Transit
New Zealand and Australia are the closest South Hemisphere 

cherry region which means shorter and cheaper air transit and 

fresher quality. Due to the limited supply, ocean shipments hasn't 

become an industry practice but could be an opportunity as a 

way to extend season and lower cost.

02

Strengths
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New Zealand        / Australia

Product Window
November - February

Market Share(2018)
1.42%

Ave. Growth Rate(2016-2018)
58.84%
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Weakness & Threats

Unstable Quality
Last year, Australia mainland was allowed to export to China with fumigation protocol. 

Fumigation inherently decrease the quality of cherry and therefore deliver mixed result in 

the market. Australia should position itself as the premium product and not risk losing its 

brand value.

01

Limited resource
Both region suffers from resource issue like water and human labor, this limits the 

production possibility and future expansion. The total production cost is very high 

compare to Chile and Argentina.

02

14

New Zealand        / Australia



Cherry Consumption Trend
in China
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Growing Trends

Packing Line with advance imaging

technology to minimize defects
01 IFG Cheery Brands with sub 400 

chill hours
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(Hectares） Cherry Planted Area in Chile

Staccato harvest two weeks after 
sweetheart

Chile

Argentina

Chile Chico

Paraguay

Larger Planting area to replace other products 

like Apples

03

Later Growing Region with Investment in 

Technology and Infrastructure. 

02

Rain covers and frost protection allows 

production in Regions like Chile Chico (47 

degree latitude) 
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Packaging & Logistic Trends

Longer Available Season thru Genetics.01 Transportation Innovation with Charter flight from South 

America to China. Shortens the transit time by 30% and 

improve freshness.

Fast vessel becomes industry standard and benefited 

other produce like grapes, blueberries and stone fruit.

Ocean-air arrangements could become a strategic tool 

to fill the supply gap in early December.

03

Packing Technology on modified atmosphere seal 

and wrap to extend shelf life.

02

Edible coating underdevelopment by Apeel and 

others could dramatically change logistics 

requirement.
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And More…
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01 Direct to Tier-2 and Retailer: Limited by high operation 

cost, out-dated equipment and worsening traffic, the 

importance of Tier 1 wholesale market is decreasing. 

Many cargo now goes directly to retailer or to Tier-2 

wholesale market in Chengdu, Zhengzhou and other cities.

03

02 Marketing Campaign: Thru marketing campaign 

conducted by Chile and United States.

Packaging Trends: Retailer requires supplier to 

provide small clamshell package (>1kg) to reduce 

waste in store and ease-of-delivery. 



Things to Considerate 
& Conclusions  
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Things to Considerate…

Why does Chinese people love cherry so much? Is there 

potential competing product? Health benefit is not clear to 

Chinese consumer? Urban legend warns overconsumption 

of cherry.

01 50% of volume is concentrated in one month, can 

China handle over 10,000 containers, close 2 
billion sales in one month?

02

Sustainable?

20
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Things to Considerate…

Politics plays an increasing big role in 
trading, trade war, Brexit, and other major 

events are increasing in occurrence. 

How do we cope with this kind of 

Uncertainty?

01 Global warming are making the weather more extreme, 

extreme weather in one place will have a ripple affect across 

the industry. The earth is become hotter, colder, wetter and 

dryer all at the same time. Maintaining consistent and good 

quality is becoming harder…

02

Volatility?

21
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Things to Considerate…

Shelf-life extension and genetics are taking 

the industry into unfamiliar grounds. 

Cherries grown in desert? Cold-chain logistic 

no longer a must have? How will this change 

the game?

01 Robotics and Artificial Intelligence will change how 

cherries are harvested, packed, and shipped to consumer. 

Human labor involved in all these area could account to over 

30% of the total cost. How much of these could be replaced 

by Robots and AI? 

02

Technology?

22
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Cherry industry in China has enjoyed a golden ten years of development, everyone involved has 

benefited greatly. 

The next ten years will be very different, it is difficult to be optimistic but there is no sign to be 

pessimistic either. 

We need to continually investment, and manage risk and finally always anticipate change because in 

the fruit industry, the only thing constant is change.

Conclusions

23
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Taipei, Guangzhou, Santiago, Shanghai, Hongkong, Beijing, Chengdu, Wuhan, Chongqing, Xi’an   

We provide an all-in-one “Supply - Sales - Marketing - Promotions” 
service for the fresh fruit industry. We are committed to helping our 
global partners bring their fruits to Asia.

We import more than 50 items of fruits from over 30 countries around 
the world to provide a wide range of fresh fruits for China, Hong Kong, 
Taiwan and South Korea.

George Liu +86 135 8582 9363 
(Mobile / WeChat / Whatsapp)
www.frutacloud.com
frutacloud@frutacloud.com

CEO of Frutacloud


